New Version

- Quick refresh
- Removed rate filters in favor of –throttle
- Did NOT update to 4661 compatibility – will do in next rev
Subsequent Review from M. Thomson

- Requests alignment with –dynamic
  - Generally, fine
  - Is it reasonable to ask for a speed filter when no speed element is provided in the notification?
- Requests a generalized “change in value” filter mechanism
  - I have no objection, but can’t commit to doing it
  - If someone else does it, I’ll use it for this work, otherwise, I’m going to leave the text as is
  - Interacts with the above issue (generalized change in speed when speed is not reported)
- Requests some changes in the uom stuff.
  - I’ll do that
Next Steps

- Another rev with 4661 changes and other stuff Martin requested
- Last call on that version?